
Finally a dark cloud dissolves. A cloud of disap-
proval, criticism, anger, incomprehension. Our 
connection, always so complicated, suddenly 
turns out to be clumsily soft, sweet and oh so pre-
cious. Not because the end is in sight. Although 
that also counts. No, because of the intimacy 
that suddenly has to be.

Everything is slow. Every action is performed 
carefully. Sometimes impatiently. “Old dork”, 
he mumbles then. The rollator walker creaks 
when he walks. Attentively he puts one foot in 
front of the other. Wobbling, uncertain legs with 
large blue slippers. But otherwise gentlemanlike 
dressed. Everything a size too big though, may-
be even two. Walking bones, that’s all it is real-
ly. Unbelievable how old you can get in such a 
short time.

And then: “Can you help me?” A modest, small 
voice from the toilet. My fingers are shaking a 
bit while I gently lower his pants. My heart is 
breaking. I don’t know if I have enough room 
for all the feelings and love that, out of the blue, 
embrace me. Life suddenly touches me intimately 
deep. This moment. Bent together above the toi-
let. So close together, beyond walls of fear and 
pain. Just being together….

Bent above the toilet
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Intimacy is so subtle, and is actually always pres-
ent. Simply quietly shining in the small corners of 
life. It is so obvious that it is hardly noticed. We 
share life together, whether we know each other 
or not. It makes me quiet, hear sounds that I have 
never heard before. Life is so incredibly intimate. 
In every cup of coffee that I drink, sigh that I let 
go, or moment that I share with somebody else.

This is why I do what I do and so much love 
what I do. Being here in nature and, together 
with nature, help people to connect with their 
deepest, most personal, most moving self. I call 
this Life coaching. For me, this means “walking” 
together for a while and giving space to what 
really matters. To let the heart speak and give 
way to the life that wants to be lived. And to help 
somebody going for it. 




